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and Its 816 Advertising "Note"
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By Barbara R. Mueller, NLG

Who says that the British don't believe in advertising
or that they lack professional savvy if they do undertake
it?" That was the opening line in the description of an
item offered in a list of philatelic "cinderella - material —
fake, fantasy, local and fiscal stamps; poster seals;
reproductions, etc. Somehow it caught my eye and I read
further:

"From 1816, a choice ad — a large banknote-like affair
engraved exactly like banknotes of the day, in fact, so like
one that the casual observer would take it unhesitatingly.
It reads 'Bank of Wigs/I promise to be at Home/on
Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays & Saturdays/to cut and
dress hair fit on wigs & every lawful day/me or my people
or pay FIVE SHILLINGS if absent/from work./1816 Jan
1 Edin (burgh) 1 Jan. 1816./For the Govr./of the Bank of
Wigs & c.' Signature. Has been folded both ways, and,
after 163 years there are a couple of small tears along the
folds. Small inkspot, worm hole in NE corner."

I immediately posted an order, hoping that some other
syngraphist had not spotted the offer. Luck was with me,
and within a week I had the item shown here. It is indeed

worn, so much so that deciphering the inscriptions is very
difficult. But through the photographic wizardry of
Adrien Boutrelle, the faded copperplate engraved script
comes to light.

In the upper left corner is an imitation of the familiar
Britannia figure with the inscription "F. Street
Sculp./Edin" beneath it and in the upper center are the
words "Late George Street Edin/80 Hutcheson Street,
Glasgow". In the lower left corner is the word "Five" in
white lettering in imitation of the genuine with "Pence"
beneath it.

Harold Don Allen once characterized the Bank of
England note as "imposing as many a university degree"
in its uniface black and white simplicity, and this
advertising piece partakes of this dignity. It is even
watermarked, but the exact wording is not readable. One
wonders whether the piece was made by the method used
by the first counterfeiter of Bank of England notes,
Richard William Vaughan. He cut a genuine note into its
component parts, had each separate part engraved on
copper by different engravers in London, and then
printed these separate plates, one by one, on pieces of
bank note paper.
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